HYVA FRONT-END CYLINDERS
FC, FE AND FEE RANGE
Specials
Applications where the tipping angles exceed 55 degrees could require a
double acting function (1DA) on the cylinder. Scow end tippers where the
scow starts at the rear of the tipping hinge could require a dash-pot (DP) to
cushion the shocks when tipping large rocks.
Reference

Description

71504172
71505254
71534228
71535256

FC 129-3-03410-1DA
FC 149-4-04230-1DA
FE 129-3-03850-DP
FE 149-4-04280-DP

Body
Length (m)
4.1 - 4.5
5.2 - 5.6
4.8 - 5.1
5.3 - 5.8

Tipping
Weight (T)
34 - 57
36 - 68
32 - 55
35 - 75

For other specials please contact your Hyva dealer.

Hyva is the number one supplier for the hydraulics to drive the tipper unit or any other hydraulic application. Supplying
over 30.000 hydraulic tipper kits and more then 50.000 hydraulic tractor units we are able to deliver you the best quality
and value for money.
Our specialists offer a complete and optimum hydraulic kit, using only top quality components for any truck brand and
any application such as:
® Rear end and 3-way tipper trucks
® Tipper trailers (one or 2 lines)
® Tanker trailers
® Moving floor trailers

TELESCOPIC FRONT-END
CYLINDERS

Short delivery times
Branches spread throughout the world with local stock offer quick
deliveries .

Highest quality
Your valuable investment deserve reliable hydraulic components.

Smart design, smart looking
Innovative solutions keep us ahead of the competition. Shape and
appearance are in line with the most modern truck designs.

Euro 3, 4, 5, 6…
Adblue tanks and exhaust systems take away mounting space on the chassis.
Hyva specialists are constantly in discussions with truck builders to offer a matching tank for any chassis.

Trailer front end
Trailer applications require a long cylinder to reach the correct tipping angle
to discharge the load. Only the telescopic front end cylinder can offer the
optimum solution to provide the correct tipping angle, lifting forces and value
for money compared to an under body type cylinder. Front end cylinders are
easy and simple to install and place less stress onto the chassis. Hyva will be
the preferred choice for operators around the world.
Reference

Description

71506450
71506490
71506556
71506580
71506720
71506874
71507580
71507907
71536426
71536470
71536504
71536590
71537490
71538550
71538584
71567490
71568680

FC 169-5-05780-000
FC 169-5-06180-000
FC 169-5-06830-014
FC 169-5-07130-000
FC 169-5-08130-014
FC 169-5-09030-014
FC 191-5-07130-000
FC 191-6-09500-079
FE 169-5-05355-019
FE 169-5-05780-019
FE 169-5-06180-019
FE 169-5-07130-019
FE 191-5-06180-011
FE 214-5-06830-011
FE 214-5-07130-011
FEE 191-5-06180-211
FEE 214-5-07130-201

Body
Tipping
Length (m)
Weight (T)
6.9 - 7.7
35 - 66
7.3 - 8.2
34 - 62
8.1 - 9.0
34 - 55
8.8 - 9.5
34 - 50
10.0 - 10.8
33 - 46
11.0 - 12.0
26 - 35
8.8 - 9.5
49 - 72
11.5 - 12.6
26 - 35
6.6 - 7.1
35 - 66
7.1 - 7.6
34 - 60
7.5 - 8.2
34 - 58
9.0 - 9.4
26 - 37*
7.5 - 8.2
49 - 84
8.2 - 9.0
67 - 88
9.0 - 9.4
67 - 88
7.5 - 8.2
49 - 84
9.0 - 9.4
67 - 88
* Working pressure of 150 bar
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RELIABLE

HYVA

TELESCOPIC
FRONT-END CYLINDERS

AND STRONG
WHEREVER YOU GO!

Hyva Telescopic Tipping Cylinders have earned their reputation for
reliability and value for money. Production facilities in five different
locations around the world allow us to respond quickly to market
demands. With fully owned sales offices in each continent and a
strong distribution network of dealers Hyva is the number one
supplier for truck hydraulics in the world.

¿

Front end cylinders are the best choice for rear-end tippers and
tipper trailers. Hyva offers the strongest cylinder for this application.
Our balanced design with lower oil volume allows faster tipping and
results in the lightest cylinder in the business. Our new generation
of cylinders includes innovative solutions prepared and tested over
a number of years around the world. This new generation
reinforces our position as the world leader in the hydraulic tipping
cylinder market.
Demands on the tubes of cylinders for under body applications are
considerably different and therefore Hyva started using specially
designed tubes for this range years ago. Our range of under body
cylinders is the best available in terms of quality, durability and
value for money for today's demanding market.

15% less oil volume and progressive tube diameters with improved nesting.
Faster lifting and lowering and the lowest weight in the business. Smaller tanks can be used!

¿

YOUR

WORLD

It is not all on weight, but also on quality
High tensile drawn over mandrill tubes ensure perfect roundness and maximum strength. We offer the strongest
cylinder with the best lifting force per weight ratio.

¿

No special tools required, maintenance is easy
Unique design requires no bleeding and no special tools for bottom opening. Maintenance free brackets.

¿

Built to last
Longest overlap of tubes ensure maximum resistance to bending. The chromed piston with state of the art seal
package and dirt cover ensure the longest operational life.

¿

Unique in simplicity
The modular and patented design allows us to minimise production times and to deliver spare parts fast and
economically.

¿

One stop shop
We offer the best hydraulic kit for your truck and trailer. Combined deliveries reduce handling, administration and
transport costs.

¿

MOVES

Improved design

HYVA FRONT-END CYLINDERS
FC, FE AND FEE RANGE
For technical features and the complete range of cylinders please visit www.Hyva.com or consult your dealer.
To determine the actual cylinder that you require, you can download the Hyva tipper program from our website.
Important features of our standard cylinders are:
® Working pressure of 190 bar.
® 1 inch SAE flange connection.
® M16 threaded hole in piston head allow for easy handling during installation.
The cylinder description below contains the cylinder type, diameter of the first
extension, number of stages, stroke and a code for the model.

Truck front end for the smaller tipper range
Application from 7 up to 20 Tons Gross Vehicle Weight.
Reference

Description

71490220
71491240
71491260
71503160
71503180
71532160
71533164
71533184

FC 077-3-02900-000
FC 093-3-03245-000
FC 093-3-03470-000
FC 110-3-03205-000
FC 110-3-03460-000
FE 091-3-03205-001
FE 110-3-03205-009
FE 110-3-03460-009

Body
Length (m)

Tipping
Weight (T)

3.4 - 4.0
3.7 - 4.4
4.2 - 4.7
3.9 - 4.3
4.2 - 4.7
3.8 - 4.2
4.0 - 4.2
4.3 - 4.6

7 - 10*
11 - 20*
11 - 18*
21 - 51
21 - 44
11 - 18
21 - 46
21 - 41

* Working pressure of 170 bar

World wide cover
With 35 fully owned subsidiaries, over 50 certified Hyva dealers and hundreds of fully trained service partners in
more then 150 countries enable us to offer the best after sales in the world. Hyva and partners support you
wherever you go.

Truck front end - multi-axle vehicles
Application Heavy Duty Rear End tipper trucks for construction work and mining.
Reference

Description

71504220
71504262
71505262
71505292
71505354
71505404
71506320
71534180
71534220
71535300
71535320
71536392
71565294

FC 129-3-03880-000
FC 129-4-04280-070
FC 149-4-04280-070
FC 149-4-04620-070
FC 149-4-04940-000
FC 149-4-05180-070
FC 169-4-04940-000
FE 129-3-03460-001
FE 129-3-03880-001
FE 149-4-04620-009
FE 149-4-04940-001
FE 169-4-05180-011
FEE 149-4-04620-219

Body
Length (m)

Tipping
Weight (T)

4.6 - 5.2
5.3 - 5.7
5.2 - 5.7
5.6 - 6.1
5.9 - 6.6
6.2 - 6.9
5.9 - 6.6
4.3 - 4.6
4.8 - 5.1
5.8 - 6.1
6.1 - 6.5
6.4 - 6.8
5.8 - 6.1

33 - 54
22 - 54
36 - 76
36 - 68
35 - 74
34 - 68
51 - 79
33 - 59
32 - 56
35 - 70
34 - 66
50 - 83
35 - 70

